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ABSTRACT

Mosquito borne diseases have been a constant scourge across the globe resulting in numerous diseases with debilitating consequences, and also death. To derive trends on population of mosquitoes in an
area, trained personnel lay traps, and after collecting trapped specimens, they spend hours under a microscope to inspect each specimen for identifying the actual species and logging it. This is vital, because
multiple species of mosquitoes can reside in any area, and the vectors that some of them carry are not
the same ones carried by others. The species identification process is naturally laborious, and imposes
severe cognitive burden, since sometimes, hundreds of mosquitoes can get trapped. Most importantly, common citizens cannot aid in this task. In this paper, we design a system based on smart-phone images for
mosquito species identification, that integrates image processing, feature selection, unsupervised clustering,
and support vector machine based algorithm for classification. Results with a total of 101 female mosquito
specimens spread across 9 different vector carrying species (that were captured from a real outdoor trap)
demonstrate an overall accuracy of 77% in species identification. When implemented as a smart-phone
app, the latency and energy consumption were minimal. In terms of practical impact, common citizens can
benefit from our system to identify mosquito species by themselves, and also share images to local/ global
mosquito control centers. In economically disadvantaged areas across the globe, tools like these can enable
novel citizen-science enabled mechanisms to combat spread of mosquitoes
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION1
1.1

Motivation and Problem Statement
Mosquito borne diseases (e.g., Malaria, Dengue, West Nile Fever, and most recently Zika Fever)

are amongst the biggest healthcare concerns across the globe today. To mitigate the spread of mosquitoborne diseases, it is vital to combat the spread of mosquitoes. Of critical importance in this mission is the
identification of species prevalent in an area of interest. However, doing this is not at all easy. As of today,
dedicated and trained professionals lay traps for mosquitoes, and pick them soon after to sort them out.
Sometimes, hundreds of mosquitoes can be trapped in a single day. Subsequently, to identify each specimen
trapped, it is placed under a microscope, and visually identified, which takes hours each day for all samples.
Needless to say, this is a very laborious process, and is cognitively demanding, and something that can only
be done by trained personnel.
It is critical to mention here that the importance and difficulty in species identification stems from
the fact that there are close to 3, 500 different species of mosquitoes present in the world today [1], and
with increasing globalization and warming, they are spreading to newer locations, with most of them acting
as vectors for several diseases. In any given location, multiple species are usually found at the same time.
The time and cost for identifying mosquito species can be prohibitive to the point where in economically
disadvantaged countries in the world (where mosquito-borne diseases are much more common), dedicated
facilities for the important task of species identification are scarce.
1

Portions of this chapter were reprinted from M. Minakshi, P. Bharti and S. Chellappan, "Identifying mosquito species using smart-phone cameras," 2017 European Conference on Networks and Communications (EuCNC), Oulu, 2017, pp. 1-6, with
permission from IEEE Permission is included in Appendix A.
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1.2

Contributions
Contributions of this thesis to the literature are described below.

1. Generating a Database of 303 mosquito images spread across 9 different species: In Fall 2016 and
Spring 2017, we visited a mosquito control board in Tampa to collect numerous specimens of female
vector carrying mosquitoes that were captured in traps set up outdoors by trained personnel for species
identification. Typically, when a trap is set, specimens of dead mosquitoes are collected the very next
day to prevent their decaying (that will complicate visual identification). Then, the personnel there
helped us in visually identifying the species of 101 female mosquito specimens that were evenly
distributed across 9 different species, details of which are presented in Table 3.1. Note that among
mosquitoes, only female species indulge in a blood meal, and as such carry disease vectors. Males
feed only on plant nectar and do not carry vectors. We then took an image of each specimen in
three different orientations using a Samsung Galaxy S5 Smart-phone. As such, we obtained a total
of 303 mosquito image samples for model development. In Figure 1.1, we present one representative
smart-phone image for each of the 9 species we attempt to classify in this paper.
2. Pre-processing Images and Segmentation: Once the image samples are ready, we pre-processed each
image to first resize them from around 2988 × 5322 pixels per image to 256 × 256 pixels per image in order to make the computational/ energy complexity of processing images on smart-phones
manageable. Subsequently, each image is pre-processed to remove noise using median filters, which
has superior edge preservation properties, that are important in identifying mosquito species. Subsequently, we design a background segmentation scheme using the notion of contour segmentation and
Gaussian mixtures to carefully extract only the mosquito portion from each image and segmenting
out the background. At the conclusion of this step, we have 3 smart-phone images of each mosquito
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specimen that are resized, have noise removed, and segmented from the background to achieve good
accuracy.
3. Feature Extraction and Dimensionality Reduction: Once pre-processed images are available, we then
convert each pixel into Lab color space [2] for superior color perception. Then, we extract a total
of 39 features based on Local Binary Patterns [3], and Haralick Texture Features [4]. Both features
are effective in extracting textural patterns from image data, that leverage structural and statistical
properties of pixels in each image, and in our case, as we show subsequently, textural patterns in
wings, legs and scales of mosquitoes are most useful for species identification. Subsequently, we apply
Linear Discriminant Analysis [5] on these features to transform the features from higher dimensional
space to lower dimensional space. This approach reduces the number of features to just 8, that are
subsequently used for classification..
4. Clustering, Classification, and Practical Impact: For species identification, we employ a 2-step process. The first step we undertake is to determine if an unsupervised technique can automatically
identify the species of a mosquito based on smart-phone images. To do so, we design an ExpectationMaximization Clustering algorithm [6] using only 2 features. Interestingly, each sample in two
species, namely Psorophora Columbiae and the recently notorious Aedes Aegypti (vector for Zika
Fever) were placed into two separate clusters. All samples belonging to the other 7 species were
placed in another cluster. To classify the samples in the latter cluster, we designed a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [7] based algorithm classification. Our performance evaluations yielded an overall
accuracy of 77% in species identification with very good precision and recall. The latency consumed
during classification when the entire system is implemented as a smart-phone app on a Samsung
Galaxy S5 phone was less than 2 seconds, making our system very practical. Towards the end of the
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paper, the practical impact of our system to combat mosquitoes spread is highlighted, all of which
were gleaned from discussions with mosquito control experts that helped us with specimen collection
and identification.

a). An Crucians

b). Ps Columbi

c). Ps Ferox

d). Cx Nigrip

e). Cq Peturbans

f). Ae Taeniorh

g). Ma Titillans

h). Ae Aegypti

i). Ae Infirmatus

Figure 1.1: Representative sample for each species classified. This figure is best viewed in color.
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CHAPTER 2 : PRIOR WORK ON MOSQUITO IDENTIFICATION USING CAMERA 2

In this chapter, we discuss about existing research done on mosquito species identification using
smart-phone cameras and sensors.
In paper [8], authors have proposed a solution for detecting Aedes Aegypti specie using digital
image processing techniques and support vector machine classification algorithm. They have captured 40
microscopic images with cameras having 500x optical zoom or 5x digital zoom. Movements of camera were
controlled using potentiometers and servo motors. Support vector machine classification algorithm is used
to classify the Aedes vs others. They extracted 7 textural features and trained the model with 10 images
of each Aedes. Each image represents different characteristic like Proboscis, Pulps, Scutum, Clypcus, and
Wingscales. This proposed solution achieved 92.5% accuracy, however, this solution is quite expensive and
not suitable for ubiquitous use as it requires microscope, very high quality camera, potentiometer and servo
motors.
Fuchida et.al [9] presented vision-based perception and classification of mosquitoes using support
vector machine. In this study, authors have classified mosquitoes among other insects like bees and flies.
They collected the images using digital camera and from images.google.com. Morpholigical and color based
features were extracted. They have classified the mosquitoes using support vector machine classification
algorithm and achieved 98.9% recall.
In a recent paper [10], the problem addressed is imaging techniques to identify species of
mosquitoes. The authors specifically look at wing geometric morphometrics of mosquitoes to do so. Twelve
2
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a). Aedes Aegypti image taken from b). Aedes Aegypti image after maga from a smart-phone
inification with DSLR camera [11]
Figure 2.1: Smart-phone image vs high quality magnifying glass image.
adult mosquito specimens from three epidemiologically important genera (Aedes, Anopheles and Culex)
were collected, and the right wing of each adult specimen was removed and photographed using a sophisticated digital camera coupled with a microscope. Subsequently, the coordinates of 18 digitized landmarks
at the intersections of wing veins were collected, and a Neighbor Joining Tree method was used for species
classification, resulting in a classification accuracy of close to 90%. This technique, although accurate is expensive, and unsuitable for ubiquitous use. For illustration purposes, we show in Figure 2.1, a sample image
of an Aedes Aegypti mosquito taken in a smart-phone vs. one captured after magnification with DSLR to
see difference in image quality.
Then, there also exists one paper [12], where authors attempt to use optical (rather than acoustic)
sensors to record the “sound" of insect flight from meters away, with complete invariance to wind noise
and ambient sounds. The high sampling rate of these sensors enable millions of data points even for a
small distance in flight. Subsequently, using this data, and a Bayesian classifier, the authors were also to
identify four species of mosquitoes (Culex tarsalis, Culex quinquefasciatus, Culex stigmatosoma, and Aedes
aegypti), and also insects like fruit fly and house fly with an accuracy of 96%. This technique also requires
an expensive optical sensor, that prevents it from being widely deployed.

6

There have been recent efforts to use smart-phones to enable identification of mosquito species.
In [13], Manu Prakash et. al. present a technique based on enabling smart-phone microphones sense and
analyze acoustic wingbeat signatures produced by mosquitoes during flight. Using a sample of 19 different
species that were raised in the lab, the authors demonstrate the uniqueness of combining acoustic signatures
with data like time, and location for species identification. This is a promising technique as long as the
mosquito is alive, mobile, and within the sensing range of the smart-phone. Another related work is [14],
wherein smart-phone images are used to identify mosquito species. The proposed technique there has limitations in number of species identified, and also cannot handle images taken in differing backgrounds. It is
also computationally very expensive to process on a smart-phone.
Futhermore, in [15], a model to detect malaria parasites using digital image have been developed.
Thin blood smear images used for this study is collected from website of Centre for Disease Control and
Reference Laboratory of Malaria, in Sudan Ministry of Health. Features based on the intensity of red blood
cell samples have been extracted and evaluated using artificial neural network classification algorithm. The
model is 99.68% accurate in detecting the presence of Plasmodium parasites in the blood cells image.
On a side note, we are also aware that considering the importance of combating the spread of
mosquito-borne diseases, there are newer technological solutions in this space. Dr. Manu Prakash at Stanford University is leading a project to identify vector species and related parasites in a scalable and cost
effective manner. This project proposes a device that will screen insect vectors in their natural habitat with
minimal human intervention. It will use hydrogel-based low-cost microfluidic chips, baited with odorants,
to capture single nanoliter volume droplets of saliva per insect bite from thousands of individual mosquitoes
and quickly test them for both vector species and pathogens identification [16].
Microsoft is also working on a research project “Project Premonition" which aims to detect infectious disease outbreaks before they become widespread. For identifying potential pathogens, researchers
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are integrating drone technologies and molecular biology. Drones will be designed to autonomously find
mosquito hotspots and then robots will lay traps and collect mosquito specimens, following which learning
algorithms and genomic advances will be integrated to identify mosquito species and pathogens [17].
To summarize here, our system proposed in this paper enables a low-cost and simple to use smartphone tool to enable common citizens and trained personnel identify a mosquito via imaging either when
the specimen is alive and static, or when sprayed/ trapped and dead. The potential integration/ sharing of
such imagery via the cloud (our future work) can aid related efforts in combating mosquito-borne diseases.
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CHAPTER 3 : DATA COLLECTION AND TECHNICAL APPROACH2
3.1

Data Collection
In Fall 2016 and Spring 2017, we participated in multiple such efforts and were given a total of 101

mosquito samples from a total of 9 different mosquito species. Each sample was carefully identified and
labeled by experts in the board for us to get the ground truth data. Table 3.1 presents details on our data set.
A Samsung Galaxy S5 phone was then used to capture an image of each sample under indoor conditions on
the same morning with similar ambient light conditions, with the camera located one feet right above each
sample without flash. Three images of each specimen were captured in a different phone orientation, on top
of one of three backgrounds: a relatively white background, a yellow background and a pink background.
Figures 1.1 (a) to (i) present one representative smart-phone image of each of the 9 species which we attempt
to classify in this paper, when captured in a relatively white background. Features of the smart-phone camera
used, are presented in Table 3.2.

3.2

Technical Approach
In this section, we present our technical approach to classify mosquito species from smart-phone

images. There are a sequence of steps in our approach - image resizing, noise removal, background segmentation, feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, unsupervised clustering and classification.
2
Portions of this chapter were reprinted from M. Minakshi, P. Bharti and S. Chellappan, "Identifying mosquito species using smart-phone cameras," 2017 European Conference on Networks and Communications (EuCNC), Oulu, 2017, pp. 1-6, with
permission from IEEE Permission is included in Appendix A.
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Table 3.1: Relevant details on our dataset
Species Name

No. of Specimens

Culex nigripalpus (Cx Nigrip)

10

No. of Image
Samples
(3
per Specimen)
30

Disease Caused

Geographical Location

West Nile virus

South
America,
North America and
Africa
South America and
North America

Aedes infirmatus (Ae Infirmatus)
Mansonia titillans (Ma Titillans)
Psorophora
columbiae (Ps
Columbi)
Anopheles crucians (An Crucians)
Psorophora
ferox
(Ps
Ferox)
Coquillettidia
perturbans (Cq
Peturbans)
Aedes
taeniorhynchus
(Ae Taeniorh)
Aedes aegypti
(Ae Aegypti)

10

30

Eastern equine encephalitis(EEE)

11

33

Venezuelan equine
encephalitis(VEE)

11

33

Venezuelan equine
encephalitis(VEE)

15

45

Malaria

11

33

West Nile Virus

14

42

West Nile Virus

8

24

West Nile Virus

South America and
North America

11

33

Zika,
Dengue,
Chikungunya

South
America,
North America, Asia
and Africa

South
America,
North America and
Africa
South
America,
North America and
Africa
South
America,
North America and
Africa
South
America,
North America and
Africa
South America and
North America

Table 3.2: Samsung Galaxy S5 camera features
Camera Details
Sensor Resolution
Aperture size
Focal length
Shooting Mode
Camera Light Source
Background

Specification
16 MP
F2.2
31mm
High Dynamic Range mode
Daylight
White, Yellow & Pink
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3.2.1

Image Resizing
The first step is to resize the image. In our experiment with a Samsung Galaxy S5 phone, a single

smart-phone image contains 2988 × 5322 pixels. This is a relatively large number of pixels that will burden
the phone during image processing and features extraction, and even more so when multiple images of a
specimen are taken. The complexity can be prohibitive even for powerful desktop machines. For enabling
the practical feasibility of executing the system on a smart-phone, we resize each image captured to a size
of 256 × 256 pixels. This reduced the image size from around 3MB to around 16KB, making processing
much more practical and fast during model development and also run-time execution.

a). Ps Columbi

b). Aedes Aegypti

c). Cq Peturbans

d). Ae Taeniorh

Figure 3.1: Color contrast in legs of different species. This figure is best viewed in color.

a). Aedes Aegypti

b). Ps Columbi

c). Ae Taeniorh

d). Cq Peturbans

Figure 3.2: Color contrast in wings of different species. This figure is best viewed in color.
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3.2.2

Noise Removal
Noise in digital images is a problem that is common and can compromise classification accuracy.

There are many techniques that can be used to remove noise from digital images like mean filter, median
filter, Gaussian blur etc. In our paper, we implemented a median filter to reduce noise.
Median filter [18] is a nonlinear filtering technique, where the core idea is to replace each pixel
value in a window of size n × n pixels by the median of all pixel values in that particular window. In our
case, we choose n = 3. In other filtering techniques like mean filter, pixels are replaced by mean values in a
window, and in some cases, the mean value computed is not one that is actually there in the image, resulting
in poorer retention of image fidelity, which also compromises edge preservation. Median filters avoid this
problem, since median values of pixels are computed and retained during noise removal.
For our scenario, edge preservation is very crucial since body parts of a mosquito that make up the
edges (e.g., legs and wings) aid in classification. For example, from the Figure 3.1, careful observation can
reveal that the legs of Ps Columbi and Aedes Aegypti have a combination of black and white color patterns,
while the legs of Cq Peturbans and Ae Taeniorh have yellowish and black patterns. But the white and black
patches in the case of Ps Columbi are thinner than that of Aedes Aegypti. Similarly from careful observation
of Figure 3.2, we see that while the wings of Aedes Aegypti are slightly whiter compared to others, the wings
of Ps Columbi wings are slightly blacker than others, and those of Ae Taeniorh and Cq Peturbans are more
brown 1 . There are distinct color/ textural patterns even in the scales and shapes of wings of various species,
hence demonstrating the importance of edge preservation during noise reduction for classification 2 .
1

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are best viewed in color.
These are further evidences on the complexity in detecting mosquito species, thereby demonstrating a need for our proposed
system.
2
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3.2.3

Background Segmentation
The next step is background segmentation. Since, we anticipate mosquito images to be captured in

a variety of settings, compensating for differing backgrounds is vital. The technical issue here is automatically segmenting out all of the background information, while retaining only the region of interest (i.e., the
mosquito in our case). However, this is challenging to implement in practice. If the background in the image
is considered a part of the mosquito; or if certain portions of the mosquito in an image are considered part
of a background, there is loss in classification accuracy. To address this issue, we employ a 2-step process.
The first step is to detect the edges of the mosquito in the image to find significant contours, that actually
encompass significant part of the image [19] [20]. Following which, we identify portions in the image that
need to be categorized as background by comparing images before and after contour detection. To do so,
we implemented Sobel edge detection algorithm for our problem, where the algorithm takes the derivative
of each pixel intensity (retrieved after converting image to gray scale) with respect to its neighboring pixel.
The derivative of the image is discrete as it consists of 2D array and we need to take it in two directions:
x-axis and y-axis. For example, the derivative of any arbitrary pixel in the x-axis will be calculated by taking the difference of pixel intensities between the its left and right neighbor. The same applies to compute
derivative in y-axis. Whenever there is edge, there is a prominent change in pixel intensity. This will cause
significant change in derivative value. This significant change denotes the presence of edge. In order to
identify contours, we need to know edge intensity and its direction. Direction of the edge, θ is calculated as
θ = tan−1

gx
gy ,

where g x and gy is the derivative of each pixel intensity in x and y axis while edge intensity is
q
calculated as, Edge_Intensity = g2x + g2y .
After retrieving direction and intensity, we get many contours enclosed with edges.The significant
contours encompasses the largest number of (x, y) coordinates. Then we compare the locations of each
pixel of the significant contours with the locations of pixels in the original image. The pixel intensity at
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locations which are not in significant contour are considered as background. While this may look like
it solves our problem, there is one issue. For those portions of the background that are enclosed within
identified edges, those are not segmented out, and are considered a part of the mosquito. Such problems
don’t exist in regular image processing applications like face detection. However, correcting this issue is
accomplished in our next step. Now that we have portions of the background extracted, the next step is to

Figure 3.3: Results of background segmentation. Original image taken in pink background, segmentation
with significant contours, segmentation with integration of significant contours and gaussian mixture model

create a probabilistic model which assumes the background pixels are generated from Gaussian distribution,
called Gaussian mixture [21][22][23]. In this step, the idea is to create different Gaussian mixture for
known background pixels (RGB color space background pixels retrieved from the first step). For accurately
segmenting the background from the mosquito image, we find the probability of each pixel intensity of the
mosquito image belonging to the Gaussian mixtures. For accurate matching, we consider a parameter T ,
which is the probability of the current pixel belonging to the Gaussian mixtures of the background. In case
of images with many background portions, only a few of them will be considered as background if T is
set too low, while if it is too high, then it will treat portions of the foreground image as background. If the
probability that the intensity of any pixel belongs to the Gaussian mixture is higher than T , that pixel is
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considered as background and is segmented out. Note that, since the distribution of pixels in the background
is known apriori, shadows, and other portions of the background enclosed within edges are also effectively
removed in this technique. We initialize T with a random number between 0 to 1, and with repeated trial and
error, we identify that setting T = 0.65 gives us best results. In our problem, we expect a relatively uniform
background, since the smart-phone needs to be close to the mosquito during imaging, and overall focus area
is less. As such, we believe these parameter settings are general across backgrounds. The effectiveness of
our proposed 2-step approach in segmenting the background from an Aedes Aegypti mosquito image taken
in a pink background from our dataset is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.2.4

Feature Extraction
The next step in our system is feature extraction. This is a very crucial part of any classification

technique. Here, we started with the standard RGB color space but it did not us give good result since in
regular RGB color space, the perceptible color differences across species is minimal. We then go with the
Lab color space [2], that also considers lightness as a factor for determining color, and provides superior
color perception [24]. This color space has three dimensions where, L represents lightness, and a and b
represent the the color opponents ranging from green−red and blue −yellow.
After converting each pixel in the segmented image into Lab color space, we looked at popular
features extraction methods like SIFT (Scale-invariant feature transform) [25] and SURF (Speeded up robust
features)[26], but results were poor. The basic idea in these techniques is to detect and describe local features
of an image. Local features give us the key points in the image and its features, but does not effective describe
image shape and texture. Unfortunately, while these features do compensate for image rotations, blurs and
different positions, they are well suited for problems like face detection. However, they will fail in our case,
since multiple species of mosquitoes are so similar in shape, size and colors, which these techniques cannot
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differentiate. Based on our findings, and upon discussions with experts in the mosquito control board, we
identified that textural patterns are most significant for species identification, since they are distinct across
species, and they also do not change much as the mosquito grows with time, and interacts with nature in
the wild. We showed some examples earlier in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 using legs and wings from captured
images to demonstrate the importance of textural patterns in species identification. Essentially, in Texture
Analysis, the idea is to derive the dependency of intensity or variance across pixels in the image. This can
be done in two ways. One is structural that captures dependencies among neighboring pixels, that enables
superior perception of textures as primitives (spots, edges, curves and edge ends). The other is statistical,
that computes local features by analyzing the spatial distribution of gray values of an image. [27]
Local Binary Patterns[3] is a popular approach that extracts both structural and statistical features.
In this technique, texture is extracted on the basis of local patterns formed by each pixel. To do so, each pixel
is labeled by thresholding the 3 × 3 neighborhood of each pixel with the center pixel value. In other words,
for each pixel of image, we compare the pixel value of their 8 neighbors either clockwise or anticlockwise.
If the neighbor pixel value is greater than center’s pixel value, we replace it with 1, otherwise with 0. This
will give 8 binary digits, which are converted to decimal values, which will replace the value in the center
pixel. The process repeats for all pixels in the image. The range of decimal values lies from 0 to 255. In
Figure 3.4, we show a representative instance of the process of determining Local Binary Patterns.
We then derive a histogram with 26 bins for the number of decimal values in each pixel in the range
of 0 to 9; 10 to 19 and so on upto 250 to 255. The number of values in each of the 26 bins is a feature.
Essentially, when the number of bins with non-zero entries is less, they indicate fewer textural patterns, and
when they are more, it is an indicator of more textural patterns.
While Local Binary Patterns do yield valuable information on local textures, they cannot capture
spatial dependencies among textures, which is important in mosquito species (e.g., alternating black and
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Figure 3.4: Local binary pattern calculation for a single pixel
white patches in legs, variations in thickness of patches and so on). To capture these on a more global scale,
we derive Haralick textural features, which is a statistical approach.
The basis of Haralick features [4] is a gray-level co-occurrence matrix where, gray-level indicates
the intensity of a pixel in 2 dimensions. At the start, a square matrix of dimensions G = ng ×ng is constructed,
where ng denotes the number of gray levels in an image. An Element [i, j] in the matrix is generated by
counting the number of times a pixel with value i is adjacent to a pixel with value j, and then dividing
the entire matrix by the total number of such comparisons made. Each entry in the matrix is therefore
the probability that a pixel with value i will be found adjacent to a pixel of value j. Subsequently, using
the pixel intensity dependencies identified in Matrix G, we compute 13 Haralick features to capture spatial
dependencies across textural patterns in the image. Table 3.3 presents these features, and how to compute
them from the Matrix G.
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Dimensionality Reduction
Recall now that we have extracted 39 features from each mosquito sample: 26 LBP and 13 Haralick

Features. To make our solution computationally efficient, we employed Linear Discriminant analysis [5]
[28]for dimensionality reduction, where the aim is to find a linear combination of features that characterizes
or separates two or more classes of labeled objects. In this approach, the 39 features are projected into
a lower dimensional sub-space to avoid computational cost and overfitting, where the identified subspace
maintains variability in classes.
Let us assume, we have K classes and each having µi mean and covariance

P

, where i =

1, 2, 3, . . . .K. Then the scatter between class variability is defined using sample covariance of the class
means as:
X
b

K
1X
(µi − µ)(µi − µ)T ,
=
K i=1

(3.1)

where µ is the mean of the all class means. The separation of class in a direction w, which is an eigenvector
of

P−1 P

b,

is computed as,
P
wT b w
S = TP .
w
w

If

P−1 P

b

(3.2)

is diagonalizable, the variability between features will be contained in the subspace spanned by

the eigenvectors corresponding to the K − 1 largest eigenvalues (since
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P

b is

of rank K − 1 at most). These

Table 3.3: Haralick’s 14 features formula

Features

Formula

Angular Second Moment

P P

Contrast

PNg −1

i

j

n=0
i

j (i,

Sum of Squares: Variance

P P

Inverse Difference Moment

P P

Sum Average

P2Ng

Sum Variance

P2Ng

Sum Entropy

P2Ng

Entropy

−

Difference Variance

PNg −1

Difference Entropy

PNg −1

Information Measure of Correlation 1
Information Measure of Correlation 2

PNg PNg
n2 { i=1
j=1 p(i, j)}, |i − j| = n

j)p(i, j) − µ x µy
, where µ x µy , σ x , σy are the
σ x σy
means and std. deviations of p x , py which is partial
probability density functions.
P P

Correlation

p(i, j)2

i

i

j (i

j

− µ)2 p(i, j)

1
p(i, j)
1 + (i − j)2

i=2 ip x+y (i) , where x and y are the row and column of an entry in co-occurrence matrix G and p x+y (i)
is the probability of the co-occurrence matrix coordinates summing to x + y.

− f s )2 p x+y (i)

i=2 (i

i=2

p x+y (i) log{p x+y (i)} = f s

P P
i

i=0

i=0

j

p(i, j) log(p(i, j))

i2 p x−y (i)
p x−y (i) log{p x−y (i)}

HXY − HXY1
max{HX, HY}
(1
−
exp[−2(HXY2
−
HXY)])1/2 ,
P P
where
HXY
=
− i j p(i, j), HX, HY
are the entropies of
p x , py , HXY1
=
P P
− i j p(i, j) log{p x (i)py ( j)}, HXY2
=
P P
i
j py ( j) log{p x (i)py ( j)}
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K − 1 values will be our features for classification. In our case, since we have 9 classes of mosquito species,
8 final features are returned after LDA, that will be used for model development.

3.2.6

Unsupervised Clustering
Our first attempt to classify mosquito species is to investigate the efficacy of our features extracted

(via capturing of textural patterns, and dimensionality reduction) by checking to see if an unsupervised
learning algorithms can by itself cluster image samples. To do so, We designed as Expectation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm [6] for clustering un-labeled mosquito images.
The idea of the EM algorithm is to estimate the Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameters from the
observed samples. Assuming that each image is sampled from a mixture of Gaussian, the EM algorithm
attempts to find the model parameters of each Gaussian distribution from which the sample most likely
is observed, while increasing the likelihood of the parameters in each iteration. It comprises of two steps
in each iteration, the E-step, and the M-step. In the expectation, or E-step, model parameters are estimated
based on observed samples. This is achieved using the conditional expectation. In the M-step, the likelihood
function of model parameters is maximized under the assumption that the observed sample is sampled from
the estimated parameter. The iteration keeps going until convergence. Convergence is guaranteed since the
algorithm is bound to increase the likelihood at each iteration .
In this paper, we attempted multiple number of features, and multiple cluster sizes, and found very
good performance with 2 features and 3 clusters. Figure 3.5 presents results, where all samples belonging to
Aedes Aegypti and Ps Columbi were each clustered separately using just 2 features. This is a very interesting
result from unsupervised clustering that justifies our selection of features as representative. However, all
samples in 7 other species were clustered separately. These species are identified in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Three clusters identified after EM clustering
Table 3.4: Cluster results
Cluster
1

Species
Ae Infirmatus, An Crucians, Cq Peturbans, Cx
Nigrip, Ma Titillans, Ps Ferox and Ae Taeniorh
Ps Columbi
Aedes Aegypti

2
3
3.2.7

Classification Method
With two of the three species already identified via clustering, we present the final step of classifying

the remaining 7 species. To do so, we use Support Vector Machines [29], which is an established supervised
classification and regression machine learning algorithm, and requires minimal overhead to train and test. It
gives fast and high performance with very little tuning of parameters.
The main aim in SVM is to maximize the margin between classes to be identified by determining
training instance that are called as support vectors which are used to define class boundaries. The middle
of the margin is the optimal separating hyperplane between two classes. While testing, we calculate the
probability of each sample belonging to particular specie and output the one that has maximum probability,
shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: SVM
In this technique, the instances which lie between the boundary of two classes are uncertain and
erroneous. There is one important issue to note here. Recall that in our system, we are taking three smartphone images of each mosquito specimen in different orientations. As such, three images will be given for
classification in each instance. Since the number of species to be identified is 7, for features from these
samples alone, we reapply LDA to identify 6 features for classification. When implementing the SVM
algorithm for this set (3 images each per specimen to be identified), we compute the average probabilities
of each species as identified from the SVM algorithm for each of the 3 images, and output the one with the
highest average probability among all species.
SVM is a binary classifier and here we need to deal with 7 classes. For cluster 1, we have one
approach in SVM, where we can consider 7 classes as a collection of binary classification problems. Seven
classifiers will be built, each one separating one class from all other classes and n support vectors machines
(gi (x)) will be learned, where n is the number of classes, i ∈ {1, 2....k}, k = 7 and x is feature vector. In
training, instances of yi is labeled as +1 and yk is labeled as −1, where k , i. While testing we calculate
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all support vector machines output and choose the class with maximum probability value. [30]. For implementing linear SVM, we have used LIBLINEAR, which is a open source library and inherits many features
of the popular classic SVM library(LIBSVM). This library is very efficient for training large-scale problems
and its takes very few seconds to build classification model in compare to LIBSVM. It supports logistic
regression and linear SVM only, which are very popular binary linear classifiers.This library is optimized to
use with linear classification model without any kernel transforms and is specific for Linear SVM whereas
LIBSVM can transform non-linear problem to linear problem using kernel trick/transform. Using LIBSVM
we can also build non linear SBM classification model. The complexity of LIBLINEAR is o(n) where n is
the number of instances in training set [31].
The work flow of our system with preprocessing, clustering and classification techniques using
SVM is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Expectation-Maximization Clustering and Support Vector Machine based Classification
Algorithm for Mosquito-Species detection
Training dataset for mosquitoes images = Rtr
Testing dataset for mosquitoes images = Rte
Features extracted from training Image dataset = Ftr
Features extracted from testing Image dataset = Fte
Step 1 Pre-Processing:
1. Resize all training Rtr and testing Rte images to [256,256].
2. Applied Mixture of Gaussians algorithm to remove background from each mosquito image.
3. Median filters are applied to remove noise and smooth the resized data from Step-2.
4. Retrieved Lab color space pixel values of each training and testing data set Dtr and Dte .
5. Histogram of LBP and haralick values were calculated as features Ftr and Fte are extracted
from Dtr and Dte respectively.
6. To further reduce the feature space dimensionality, Linear Discriminant analysis algorithm lda
were applied on Ftr and Fte .
Step 2 Training:
Input: Pre-processed training data feature set Ftr
Output: Clusters and trained SVM model.
1. Applied EM clustering algorithm on first 2 components of Ftr to create 3 clusters.
2. Applied LDA lda f gr to retrieve 6 features Ftr1 for Cluster 1
3. Build SVM model to do fine-grained classification using Ftr1 .
Step 3 Prediction:
Input: Testing data set Fte
Output: Top 2 predicted mosquito species of Testing data set Fte .
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1. Transform Fte using LDA Model lda to get top 2 features F LDAte .
2. Assign the cluster based on features F LDAte using EM algorithm model .
3. Based on cluster assignment, apply corresponding SVM model on complete feature set of each
cluster.
if Fte  cluster1 then
-

Transform Fte using above LDA Model lda f gr to get 6 features F LDAte .

-

Combine every image taken from different orientation for same mosquito sample to make
a one set.

-

Calculate the probability pr of each species from every orientation image from set using
linear SVM model.

-

Calculate the average of the probability pr of each specie from different orientation image to
compute the final probability pr f of corresponding species.

-

Select the top 2 species having maximum probailities among all.
else if Fte  cluster2 then

-

Predict specie as Ps Columbi.
else

-

Predict specie as Aedes Aegypti.
end if
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CHAPTER 4 : RESULTS

Recall that for two species, namely Ps Columbi and Aedes Aegypti, the classification accuracy
was 100% with Clustering alone. For the other 7 species, we evaluate the ability of our SVM algorithm
for classification under 10-fold cross validation technique, which is standard for our problem scope. Very
briefly, in 10-fold cross-validation technique, the idea is to divide the entire dataset into 10 subsets, and
evaluate them 10 times. Each time, one of the 10 subsets is used as the test set and the other 9 subsets are
put together to form a training set. Then, the average error across all 10 trials is computed for final result.
1. Results and Interpretations: Figure 4.1 presents results in terms of Precision, Recall and F1-Measure
for 7 species, wherein for each specimen, the average probability for all 3 images of that specimen are
computed, and the highest one is returned. The accuracy in this case for these 7 species is 71.07%.
Combined with 100% accuracy for two other species, the overall accuracy of our system for all 9
species is 90.35%.
For curiosity, we also attempted to output 2 species which have the top two highest classification
probabilities from SVM, instead of only the top most (as in the Figure 4.1). In other words, we will
consider our system accurate if the actual species is one of among the two species outputted from
our algorithm. Figure 4.2 presents results, and the accuracy naturally improves to 87.15% for the 7
species, resulting in an overall accuracy for 9 species as 77%.
Interestingly, if we aim to identify each image of each specimen separately (without considering them
as part of a set even if they are), the accuracy is only 47.16%. We do not present figures in this paper
due to space limitations, but it reveals the importance of capturing images in multiple orientations for
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Figure 4.1: Precision, recall and f1-measure for 10-fold cross-validation method for 7 species

enhanced accuracy to identify mosquito species, which as we hope readers agree is quite practical for
our application scenario, where citizens engage in the imaging/ species identification process.
2. Complexity of Execution: Training our EM Clustering, and Support Vector machine classification
model were implemented on a machine with Intel Core i7 CPU @2.6 GHz with 16 GB RAM configuration. Training the model took less than a few minutes.
We implemented the entire process of classification (image preprocessing, feature extraction, LDA,
Clustering and Classification algorithm) as an app on a Samsung Galaxy Smart-phone. The average
time it took to classify a species was less than 2 seconds, with negligible energy consumption. Total
memory consumed by the application in the phone was 23MB.
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Figure 4.2: Accuracy of top 2 results for 10-fold cross-validation method for 7 species
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CHAPTER 5 : CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present the design of a system that enables citizens and also trained personnel
to identify the types of a mosquito from smart-phone images. The core insight of our system is carefully
pre-processing images, effective segmentation of the background, feature extraction that centers on identifying textural patterns in the mosquito images,dimensionality reduction, followed by clustering, and an SVM
based classification algorithm. Our performance results revealed interesting insights, all of which demonstrate the practicality of our proposed system. We sincerely believe that efforts like this can arm citizens
with commonly accessible tools to support governmental efforts to combat the scourge of mosquito-borne
diseases, especially in economically disadvantaged countries, where resources to do so are scarce.
When we demonstrated our app to the personnel in the mosquito control board, the overall feeling
was positive. A big advantage identified was the fact that with a system like ours, anyone can assist in
identifying a mosquito species in their facility, unlike currently, where only very few trained personnel
can do so, and this is a problem when they are sometimes not available (in which case, specimens have
to be discarded). The personnel identified that the cognitive burden on them will be greatly reduced as a
consequence with a system like ours in practice.
The following are our immediate plans for the future. First, we plan to collect more specimens
images from diverse mosquito species, possibly 50 or more to demonstrate superior validity of the proposed
system via multiple smart-phones. This is actually on-going work, but is a very laborious process. We will
design a user-friendly app, where citizens that take images will be notified of the species, but will also have
the option of exporting images to a cloud. We plan to deploy our app among citizens in affluent and poorer
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neighborhoods in our local country, state, country, and even across the world using limited contacts we have
in each area. With big-data coming in, we can also design more sophisticated deep learning techniques for
classification. We will also attempt to factor in information like location, time, temperature, humidity, light
intensity etc. during an image capture to see how these variables can enhance accuracy of mosquito species
identification.
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